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What you said is clear and I don’t think I have much to add. What I would like to

emphasize is that the RPF’s tricks have to be unveiled. We should set up some sort of

team to analyze them. Once unveiled, these tricks could be explained to the population so

that people would not kill one another on the roadblock. These tricks would be brought

to the attention of the army and other security personnel. For example, the fact that thçy

marked people’s identity cards should be made known and politicians should explain this

on the radio, so that if they see someone coming from the RPF-controlled zone and

whose picture in the identity card bears on the back the mark "FPR" or "RPF" they could

know that that person is unformnate a.nd "-mat he is hot the one who wrote this [on lais

card] and that he is not a member ~~--~.~_._. r2~e RPF1. T~..is shouid be ex-,!ained and made

known. This matter of information is of paramount importance. If something is weU
2

explained, it must also be weI1 imple~en:eL.
¢/- ~,i

One more thing I want to say conceming these people who are being condemned because
:.2.

of their physical features, er as the Prime Minister pointed out: "We know the enemy we.

il ï are fighting With." The fact that it is the t~oeF Inkotanyi does not mean that, even leaving«i:",~.
,..: .-.:. .... . . -.

~.t
aside those people who have the physical traits, it does not mean that all Tutsis should be ;.»~

targeted just because they are Tutsi~. ~tead, we are fighting against the RPF people,

...:.: those who work for the RPF. Nobody should be condemned on the basis ofhis ethnicity.

’~ i ttfink I can confirm what I have just said, a person should be condemned based on his~

!~~} actions rather than his ethnicïty. [Because of] your actions, even if you are a typical Hum

with a big nose and big calves, and an RPF member, you should be killed since you are

an enemy. If you are a Tutsi with a smaI1 nose and you love your country, you should not

be harmed for that reason. I strongly believe that nobody should be harmed because ofhis

ethnicity. People should be condemned on the basis of their actions. After alI, as we all

know, Kanyarengwe and Bizimungu are Hutus, but they are the ones who exterminated



Byumba and Ruhengeri inhabitants. No one should therefore be condemned on the basis

of hïs ’ " "etm~tclty. He should be condemned on the basis of his actions. Let us not confuse

the’enemy with our neighbor or with a given ethnicity. We should know who the enemy

is and fight him from his base.

..."

I think ~ve can stop this debate here. Conceming other political matters, Mr Ngeze, I shall

invite you either tomorrow or the day affer tomorrow so that we can have a debate on the

matters, now that you are in Kigali)The topic of our discussion was the mm in the
J

development of the war and the clear evidence that the RPF is losing the war. You talked

about this in detail and I will not repeat you. But what you said which people have to

keep in mind is that the RPF is using mercenaries it recmited from Burkina Faso and

Sudan and to whom it is pa~ng a lot of money. These mercenavles were rec~aited ~c~r a

short period of rime, which has now expired, and the RPF is rm~-,±ï ~ :~-. of ç~ds.

.. ....

The other thing that people can retain from what you said is ,Za- er. ;oEe !_n_ko-,~’d

recruitment exercise has run into difficulty. They can no longer recruit fine youtah ri’oto

within the country because all Rwandans have understood what the RPF is up to. It was

recruiting the youth through some political parties which were still in the dark.

(coughing) Rwandans have now known what the RPF is, no longer cana Rwandan child

join the RPF, knowing its true fac» ~’-"wing that the RPF are not people but beasts.
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What you said is clear and I don’t think I have much to add. What I Would like to

emphasize is that the RPF’s tricks have to be unve.iled. We should set up some sort of

team to analyze them. Once unveiled, these tricks could be explained to the population so

that people would not kill one another on the roadblock. These tricks would be brought

to the attention of the army and other security personnel. For example, the fact that thçy

marked people’s identity cards should be made known and politicians should explain this

on the radio, so that if they see someone coming from the RPF-controlled zone and

whose picture in ~e identity card bears on the back the mark "FPR"¯ or "RPF" thev could«

know that that person is unfortunate and that he is no~ fine one who w-rote this [on his

card] and that he is nota member [of the RPFS. _..Z~is should be ex~iained and ruade

known. This matter of information is of paramoan: importance, if something is weil
-

explained, it must also be well implemented.
¢;.-j /

One more thing I want to say conceming these people who are being condemned because

of their physical features, er as the Prime Minister pointed out: "We know the enemy we’~~~

i!..: ï,. are.:~~, fighting.. With.". The fact that it is the RPF Inkotanyi does not mean that, even leaving "

aside those people who bave the physical traits, it does not mean that all Tutsis should be ~"

.. targeted just because they are Tutsi~. ~tead, we are fighting against the RPF people,

:.: those who work for the RPF. Nobody should be condemned on the basis of his ethnicity.-

":- I think I can confirrn what I bave just said, a person should be condemned based on his«

?&,~..,~ actions rather than his ethnielty. [Because of] your actions, even if you are a typical Hum

with a big nose and big calves, and an RPF member, you should be killed since you are

an enemy. If you are a Tutsi with a small nose and you love your country, you should not

be harmed for that reason. I strongly believe that nobody should be harmed because ofhis

ethnicity. People should be condemned on the basis of their actions. After aU, as we all

know, Kanyarengwe and Bizimungu are Hutus, but they are the ones who exterminated
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Byumba and Ruhengeri inhabitants. No one should therefore be condemned on the basis

of hïs etlmicity. He should be condemned on the basis of his actions. Let us not confuse

the enemy with our neighbor or with a given ethnicity. We should know who the enemy

is and fight him from his base.

I think we can stop this debate here. Concèming other political matters, Mr Ngeze, I shall

invite you either tomorrow or the day ai:ter tomorrow so that we can have a debate on the

matters, now that you are in Kigali)The topic of our discussion was the mm in the

development of the war and the clear evidence that the RPF is losing the war. You talked

about this in detail and I wilI not repeat you. But what you said which people have to

keep in mind is that the RPF is using mercenaries it recmited from Burkina Faso and

Sudan and to whom it is pa~ng a lot of money. These mercenaries were recmited for a

short period of time, which has now expired, and the RPF is mnn/ng out of ~~ï&.

.. ..
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The other thing that people can retain from what you said is that er, t&e r-,>--,~?4

recruitment exercise has run into difficulty. They can no longer recruit the youriï ~om

within the country because all Rwandans have understood what the RPF is up to. If was

recruiting the youth through some political parties which were stilI in the dark.

(coughing) Rwandans have now known what the RPF is, no longer cana Rwandan child

join the RPF, knowing its true fa.c» »-"-wing that the RPF are not people but beasts.
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What you said is clear and I don’t think I have much to add. What I would like to

emphasize is that the RPF’s tricks have to be unveiled. We should set up some sort of

team to analyze them. Once unveiled, these tricks could be explained to the population so

that people would not kill one another on the roadblock. These tricks would be brought

to the attention of the army and other security personnel. For example, the fact that they

marked people’s identity cards should be made known and politicians should explain this

on the radio, so that if they see someone coming from the RPF-controlled zone and

whose picture in the identity card bears on the back the mark "FPR" or "RPF" thev could

know that that person is unformnate and that he is not the ,.-ne who "«’rote tlnis [on his

card] and that he is nota member [of the RPF]._ This shoui5 ~e expiained and ma~~~~

known. This matter of information is of pararnount impo~ance, if somethi~ng is weii

explained, it must also be well implemented.
OE / ;,;
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One more thing I want to say conceming these people who are being condemned because

of their physical features, er as the Prime Minister pointed out: "We know the enemy we’~~~

~~ are fighting with" The fact that it is the RPF Inkotanyi does hot mean that, even leaving "
~, .: ":.., ,...- .. . -

aside those people who bave the physical traits, it does not mean that all Tutsis should be ~~.;.~"

: targeted just because they are Tutsi~. ~tead, we are fighting against the RPF people;

~i:~~ those who work for the RPF. Nobody should be condemned on the basis of his ethnicity.

~) I think I can confirm what I have just said, a person should be condemned based on his~

~’-»~ actions rather than his ethnielty. [Because of] your actions, even if you are a typical Hum

with a big nose and big calves, and an RPF member, you should be killed since you are

an enemy. If you are a Tutsi with a smaI1 nose and you love your country, you should not

be harmed for that reason. I strongly believe that nobody should be harmed because of his

ethnicity. People should be condemned on the basis of their actions. After ait, as we all

know, Kanyarengwe and Bizimungu are Hutus, but they are the ones who exterminated
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Byumba and Ruhengeri inhabitants. No one should therefore be condemned on the basis

of hïs etl~ticity. He shoutd be condemned on the basis of his actions. Let us not confuse
..

the enemy with out neighbor or with a given ethnicity. We should know who the enemy

is and fight him from his base.

I think ",,ve can stop this debate here. Conceming other political matters, Mr Ngeze, I shall

invite you either tomorrow or the day after tomorrow so that we can have a debate on the

that you are in Kigali.’)The topic of our discussion was the mm in thematters, now
1

development of the war and the clear evidence that the RPF is losing the war. You talked

about this in detaiI and I wilI not repeat you. But what you said which people have to

keep in mind is that the RPF is using mercenaries it recmited fi-om Burkina Faso and

Sudan and to whom it is paying a lot of money. These mercenaries were recruited for a

short period of time, which has now expired, and the RPF is running out of funds.

..=-
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The other thing that people can retain from what you said is that er, the Inkotan,.~

recruitment exercise has run into difficulty. They can no longer recruit the youth from

within the country because all Rwandans have understood what the RPF is up to. It was

recruiting the youth through some political parties which were still in the dark.

(coughing) Rwandans bave now known what the RPF is, no longer can a Rwandan child

join the RPF, knowing its true fac» »-"wing that the RPF are not people but beasts.
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What you said is clear and I don’t think I have much to add. What I would like to

emphasize is that the RPF’s tricks have to be unve.iled. We should set up some sort of

team to analyze them. Once unveiled, these tricks could be explained to the population so

that people would not kill one another on the roadblock. These tricks would be brought

to the attention of the army and other security personnel. For example, the fact that they

marked people’s identity cards should be ruade known and politicians should explain this

on the radio, so that if they see someone coming from the RPF-controlled zone and

whose picture in the identity card bears on the back the mark "FPR" or "RPF" thev could

know that that person is unformnate and that he is not the one who ",,,ïc~-e ~s [on his

card] and that he is nota member [of the RPF]. This should be ex~"~:~ and ruade

known. This matter of information is of paramount importance. If some~z is weil

explained, it must also be well implemented.
./j" j /

One more thing I want to say conceming these people who are being condemned because

of their physical features, er as the Prime Minister pointed out: "We know the enemy we i :-~ -

,_!~ ~. are..:..fighting., with.". The fact that it is the I~OeF Inkotanyi does not mean that, even leaving ~ .....
aside those people who have thephysical traits, it does not mean that all Tutsis should be ~;g

targeted just because they are Tutsi~. ~’. tead, we are fighting against the RPF people,

:~:~ those who work for the RPF. Nobody should be condemned on the basis ofhis ethnicity. ~

"~ I think I can confirm what I bave just said, a person should be condemned based on his;

:~..,~actions rather than his ethnicïty. [Because of] your actions, even if you are a typical Hum

with a big nose and big calves, and an RPF member, you should be killed since you are

an enemy. If you are a Tutsi with a small nose and you love your country, you should not

be harmed for that reason. I strongly believe that nobody should be harmed because of his

ethnicity. People should be condemned on the basis of their actions. After alt, as we all

know, Kanyarengwe and Bizimungu are Hutus, but they are the ones who exterminated
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Byumba and Ruhengeri inhabitants. No one should therefore be condemned on the basis

of hïs etl~ficity. He shoutd be condemned on the basis of his actions. Let us not confuse

B’P

the enemy with our neighbor or with a given ethnicity. We should know who the enemy

is and fight him from his base.

/

I think we can stop this debate here. Conceming other political matters, Mr Ngeze, I shall

invite you either tomorrow or the day afler tomorrow so that we can have a debate on the

that you are in Kigali)The topic of our discussion was the mm in thematters,now

development of the war and the clear evidence that the RPF is Iosing the war. You talked
1

about this in detail and I wilI not repeat you. But what you said which people have to

keep in mind is that the RPF is using mercenaries it recmited flore Burkina Faso and

Sudan and to whom it is paying a lot of money. These mercenaries were recruited for a

sho~ period of time, which has now expired, and the RPF is running out of funds.

. ...

The o.:Ser thing that people can retain, from what you said is that er, the Inkotanyi

recruitment exercise has run into difficulty. They can no longer recruit the youth from

within the country because all Rwandans have understood what the RPF is up to. It was

recruiting the youth through some political parties which were still in the dark.

(coughing) Rwandans have now known what the RPF is, no longer cana Rwandan child

join the RPF, knowing its true fa.c» »,-"wing that the RPF are not people but beasts.
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What you said is clear and I don’t think I have much to add. What I would like to

emphasize is that the RPF’s tricks have to be unveiled. We should set up some sort of

team to analyze them. Once unveiled, these tricks could be explained to the population so

that people would not kill one another on the roadblock. These tricks would be brought

to the attention of the army and other security personnel. For example, the fact that they

marked people’s identity cards should be made known and politicians should explain this

on the radio, so that if they sec someone coming from the RPF-controlled zone and

whose picture in the identity card bears on the back the mark "FPR" or "RPF" thev cou!d

know that that person is unfommate and that he is not the one who wrote this [o~ -.5~,

card] and that he is not a member [of the RPF]. This should be explained and =’-’.a~e

known. This matter of information is of paramount importance. If something is we2

explained, it must also be well implemented. ,/;- J /

One more thing I want to say conceming these people who are being condemned because

of their physical features, er as the Prime Minister pointed out: "We know the enemy we ’«~~

!!..: ~: are: .>. fighting... With."_ The fact that it is the RPF Inkotanyi does not mean that, even leaving ~:’?

aside those people who bave the physical traits, it does not mean that all Tutsis should be ~"

targeted just because they are Tutsi~. ~tead, we are fighting against the RPF people;

:~:.; those who work for the RPF. Nobody should be condemned on the basis ofhis ethnicity. »

’~I think I can confirrn what I have just said, a person should be condemned based on his~
.... ,« . 0 ....
!~.:~.} actions rather than his ethniêlty. [Because of] your actions, even if you are a typical Hum

with a big nose and big calves, and an RPF member, you should be kitled since you are

an enemy. If you are a Tutsi with a small nose and you love your country, you should not

be harmed for that reason. I strongly believe that nobody should be harmed because ofhis

ethnicity. People should be conciemned on the basis of their actions. Afler all,. as we all’::

know, Kanyarengwe and Bizimungu are Hutus, but they are the ones who exterminated



Byumba and Ruhengeri inhabitants. No one should therefore be condemned on the basis

of hïs ethaicity. He should be condemned on the basis of his actions. Let us not confuse
,J,

the enemy with our neighbor or with a given ethnicity. We should know who the enemy

is and fight him from his base.

.7

I think we can stop this debate here. Conceming other politicaI matters, Ms Ngeze, I shall

invite you either tomorrow or the day ai:ter tomorrow so that we can have a debate on the

matters, now that you are in Kigali)The topic of our discussion was the mm in the
1

development of the war and the clear evidence that the RPF is losing the war. You talked

about this in detail and I wilI not repeat you. But what you said which people have to

keep in mind is that the RPF is using mercenaries it recmited from Burkina Faso and

Sudan and to whom it is pa~ng a lot of money. These mercenaries were recruited for a

short period of time, which has now expired, and the RPF is running out of funds.

The other t~hirig "~’"~.oe people can retain from what you said is that er, the Inkotanyi

recruitment exercise has run into difficulty. They can no longer recruit the youth from

v,’ithin the country because all Rwandans have understood what the RPF is up to. It was

recruiting the youth through some political parties which were still in the dark.

(coughing) Rwandans have now known what the RPF is, no longer can a Rwandan child

join the RI’F, knowing its true fa.c» »,-"wing that the RPF are hot people but beasts.
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What you said is clear and I don’t think I have much to add. What I Would like to

emphasize is that the RPF’s tricks have to be unve.iled. We should set up some sort of

team to analyze them. Once unveiled, these tricks could be explained to the population so

that people would not kill one another on the roadblock. These tricks would be brought

to the attention of the army and other security personnel. For example, the fact that thçy

marked people’s identity cards should be made known and politicians should explain this

on the radio, so that if they see someone coming from the RPF-controlled zone and

whose picture in the identity card bears on the back the mark "FPR" or "RPF" they could

know that that person is unfortunate and that he is not the one who wrote this [on his

c~d] and that he is nota member [of the RPF]. This should be explained and ruade

l~nown. This matter of information is of paramount importance. If something is wetl

e:.:plained, it must also be well implemented. oe

One more thing I want to say concerning these people who are being condemrîed because

of their physical features, er as the Prime Minister pointed out: "We lmow the enemy we

i! ï are fighting With." The fact that it is the RPF Inkotanyi does not mean that, even leaving

aside those people who have the physical traits, it does not mean that ail Tutsis should be

targeted just because they are TutsiK ~tead, we are fighting against the RPF people;

~~!»2 those who work for the RPF. Nobody should be condemned on the basis of lais ethnicity.
"t.

I think I can confirm what I have just said, a person should be condemned based on his~
~ «..-« . O

t "~:-~~ actions rather han his ethnMty. [Because of] your actions, even if you are a typical Hum
;» ’~z

with a big nose and big calves, and an RPF member, you should be killed since you are

an enemy. If you are a Tutsi with a small nose and you love your country, you should not

be harmed for that reason. I strongly believe that nobody should be harmed b~a~se ofhis

ethnicity. People should be conciemned on the basis of their actions. Atîer alI, as we all

know, Kanyarengwe and Bizimun~ are Hutus, but they are the ones who exterminated

%



Byumba and Ruhengeri inhabitants. No one should therefore be condemned on the basis

of his etlmicity. He should be condemned on the basis of his actions. Let us not confuse

mI,

the enemy with our neighbor or with a given ethnicity. We should know who the enemy

is and fight him from his base.

I think we can stop this debate here. Conceming other political matters, Mr Ngeze, I shall

invite you either tomorrow or the day ai:ter tomorrow so that we can have a debate on the

that you are in Kigali.’)The topic of our discussion was the mm in thematters, now
1

development of the war and the clear evidence that the RPF is losing the war. You talked

about this in detail and I wiI1 not repeat you. But what you said which people have to

keep in mind is that the RPF is using mercenaries it recmited ffom Burkina Faso and

~,,~~. mercen~’-ies were recruited for aSudan and to whom it is paying a lot of mone’., i .... e

",t-~Ashort period of time, which has now expl .... ~d :i=e P-,2F is rm~-~/ng out of Fonds.

The other thing that people can retain ~o~ --~--~a: ,:,ça said is that er, t_he M~:otanyi

recruitment exercise has run into difficulty. Ti,,ey can no longer recruit the youth from

within the country because all Rwandans have understood what the RPF is up to. It was

recruiting the youth through some political parties which were still in the dark.

(coughing) Rwandans have now known what the RPF is, no longer cana Rwandan child

join the RI’F, knowing its true fa.c» »,"-wing that the RPF are not people but beasts.
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